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pieces all the people round lum; they seemed as if standing there
but to vex him.
Laertes also had come in, and heard the story; he roguishly
spurred on the irritated boy, who was now asserting with oaths
that he would make the Stallmeister give him satisfaction; that
he had never yet let any injury abide with him; that should the
man refuse, there were other ways of taking vengeance.
This was the very business for Laertes. He went up-stairs,
with a solemn countenance, to call out the Stallmeister in the
boy's name.
" This is a pleasant thing," said the Stallmeister: " such a
joke as this I had scarcely promised myself tonight.'' They went
down, and Philina followed them. " My son," said the Stallmeister
to Friedrich, " thou art a brave lad, and I do not hesitate to fight
thee. Only as our years and strength are unequal, and the attempt
a little dangerous on that account, I propose a pair of foils in pre-
ference to other weapons. We can rub the buttons of them with
a piece of* chalk; and whoever marks upon the other's coat the
first or the most thrusts, shall be held the victor, and be treated
by the other with the best wine that can be had in town."
Laertes decided that the proposition might be listened to:
Friedrich. obeyed him as his tutor. The foils were produced;
Philina took a seat, went on with her knitting, and looked at the
contending parties with the greatest peace of mind.
The Stallmeister, who could fence very prettily, was complaisant
enough to spare his adversary, and to let a few chalk-scores be
marked upon his coat; after which the two embraced, and wine was
ordered. The Stallmeister took the liberty of asking Friedrich's
parentage and history; and Friedrich told him a long story, which
had often been repeated already, and which, on some other oppor-
tunity, we purpose communicating to our readers.
To Wilhelm, in the mean time, this contest completed the
representation of his own state of mind. He could not bm per-
ceive that he would willingly have taken up a foil against the Stall-
meister ; a sword still more willingly, though evidently much his
inferior in the science of defence. Yet he deigned not to cast one
look on Philina; he was on his guard against any word or move-
ment that could possibly betray his feelings ; and after having once
or twice done justice to the health of the duellists, he hastened to
his own room, where a thousand painful thoughts came pressing
round hii

